SHOTGUN

CMS-50

M･S Stereo Shotgun Microphone

● M and S component outputs to compose stereo signal ,convenient for pre and post processing.
● High sound quarity,suitable for ambient recording such as field sports, movie, operas etc.
● Beautiful cardioid and figure-8 patterns provide smooth and coherent stereo sound.
● HPF switch available to change low frequency characteristic on demand.
■POLAR PATTERN

■SPECIFICATIONS
M : Cardioid
S : Figure-8
Self - polarized condenser
60Hz - 20kHz
-28dB/Pa
40mV/Pa

Directivity
Transducer
Frequency range
Sensitivity (1kHz)
Equivalent noise level
(A-weighted)
Max SPL (1% THD)
Output impedance (1kHz)
Powering
Current consumption
Weight
Dimensions
Surface finish
Connector

18dB SPL
138dB SPL
140 Ω
+48±4V phantom
4mA (each channel)
130g
137mm X 22.2mm (diameter)
matte black
XLR-5M

■FREQUENCY RESPONSE

CMS-10

M･S Stereo Shotgun Microphone

● Switchable very sharp mono-shotgun and stereo mic
● Very short length (210.5mm) and light weight (170g)
● Using PPS diaphragm, it maintains high durability and quality even in high humidity
environments.
● By use of a specially designed suspension holder, it can isolate camera motor noise in camera
mount use.
● Basic design is M-S, but it includes M-S to L-R circuitry, and allows a direct L-R signal.
■SPECIFICATIONS
Directivity
Transducer
Frequency range
Sensitivity (nominal at 1 kHz)
Equivalent noise level (A-weighted)
Max SPL (1% THD)
Output impedance at 1 kHz
Powering
Stereo angle
Current consumption
Weight
Dimensions
Surface finish
Connector
Included Accessories

■FREQUENCY RESPONSE

12

■POLAR PATTERN

Mono=Super Cardioid / lobar
Stereo=Hyper Cardioid (L-R Outputs)
DC biased condenser
150 Hz - 20 kHz
STEREO 50mV/Pa ( -26 dB, 0 dB=1V/Pa)
MONO 32mV/Pa ( -30 dB, 0 dB=1V/Pa)
STEREO 20 dB-A , MONO 22 dB-A
120 dB SPL
240 Ω
+48±4V phantom X 2ch
127°
less than 2.5mA/ch
170g
211mm X 27.8mm (metal mesh part diameter)
26.5mm (Suspension cylinder diameter)
19mm (grip diameter)
matte black
Cable direct out from the microphone, 30cm
XLR-5M
WSJ-10 Short fur Softie windjammer
Suspension cylinder set

